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Abstract
We generalise the notion of sketch. For any locally nitely presentable category, one can
speak of algebraic structure on the category, or equivalently, a nitary monad on it. For any
such nitary monad, we dene the notions of sketch and strict model and prove that any sketch
has a generic strict model on it. This is all done with enrichment in any monoidal biclosed
category that is locally nitely presentable as a closed category. Restricting our attention to
enrichment in Cat, we mildly extend the denition of strict model to give a denition of model,
and we prove that every sketch has a generic model on it. The leading example is the category
of small categories together with the monad for small categories with nite products: we then
recover the usual notions of nite product sketch and model; and that is typical. This generalises
many of the extant notions of sketch. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18C05; 18C20; 18D20
1. Introduction
There has been an enormous amount of work done on various sorts of sketches
in category theory, a considerable amount of it recently directed towards computer
science. For just a few examples, see [1, 2]. There are nite product sketches, nite
limit sketches, nite limit nite sum sketches, to name a few. There have also been
more general treatments. For instance, Charles Wells developed an account in [16]
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with computer science examples prominent, and Michael Makkai has recently given
a general treatment directed towards completeness theorems in [13]. There have been
generalisations from sketches modelled in categories to sketches modelled in enriched
categories: see Ch. 6 of Kelly's book [8], and for categories enriched in a monoidal
biclosed category, and with very general sketches, see [11]. A general class of sketches
is again used in [10] to model data renement.
Here, we introduce another general account of sketches. It is in a somewhat dif-
ferent direction to those of Makkai and Wells, but is more closely related to that of
Wells. It almost generalises Wells' account, primarily by generalising from sketches for
a category with structure to sketches for an object of any locally nitely presentable
category (such as Cat) with structure. However, our approach is dierent in the sense
that it is more intrinsic.
The idea is that one starts with any locally nitely presentable category C, the
leading example being that of C=Cat. We then consider a nitary monad T on C.
The leading example here is the nitary monad for which a model is a small category
with nite products. Other possible nitary monads are those for small categories with
nite limits, nite sums, small monoidal categories or symmetric monoidal categories,
and small cartesian closed categories. We assume that the category C and the nitary
monad T are enriched in a monoidal biclosed category subject to completeness and
size conditions: technically, we consider enrichment in a category that is locally nitely
presentable as a closed category (see Appendix A). The enrichment is not incidental:
even for the leading example, one studies the category of models of a sketch, not just
the set of models; and the former amounts to enrichment in Cat.
Given C and T , we then dene what we mean by a family of diagram types D,
and we dene the notion of a hT;Di-sketch. For the leading example as above, for
a reasonable choice of D, it amounts to the usual notion of nite product sketch. In
fact, for all of the examples cited above, it agrees with the usual notions. We can
then describe strict models of a hT;Di-sketch in any T -algebra, and prove that there is
a generic strict model on a sketch. This almost agrees with the usual examples, and
again we do this all enriched in our monoidal biclosed category. The strictness con-
dition, in our leading example, is the assertion that a strict model of a nite product
sketch in a category with assigned nite products must send each cone in the sketch to
the assigned nite product of the image of the base of the cone, rather than an arbitrary
nite product of the image of the base, as the usual denition of model would have.
This strictness concern is often ignored (e.g. in [16]), as one can avoid it by ad hoc
means.
We address the strictness concern here, but restrict our attention to enrichment in Cat
in order to do so. For a large class of sketches, every model of the sketch is equivalent
to a strict model, cf. [3]. But one can write natural examples in which that is not so
(see Section 5). However, we can dene a notion of model, exactly generalising the
denition in all our examples, and we can extend the above result from strict models to
all models. We do that in Section 5: the central fact is that for any sketch S, there is
another sketch S0 for which there is an isomorphism between the category of models
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of S and the category of strict models of S0 in any T -algebra. This follows from the
techniques of [3].
This analysis generalises far beyond the usual accounts of sketches, providing
a framework for considering cartesian closed sketches for example, and doing so in
an enriched setting. The requirement for a more general account of sketches along the
lines we have here arose from computer science: see [11, 10] for details.
We do not address considerations of size here. There is a question of size in that
one typically denes a sketch to be some sort of small entity, such as a small category
with some specied cones, and considers models in a locally small category. However,
size concerns are typically not disruptive: given a model of a sketch in a locally small
category, one can restrict attention to the small subcategory determined by closing the
image under the operations. So we shall simply ignore size issues.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyse our leading example of
sketches and their models. In Section 3, we dene the notions of family of diagram
types and hT;Di-sketch, continue with our leading example, and establish an adjunction
that will give us the generic model on our sketch. In Section 4, we dene the notion
of a strict model of a hT;Di-sketch in a T -algebra, and prove that the generic strict
model does indeed satisfy the desired condition modulo strictness, suitably enriched.
Finally, in Section 5, we dene a notion of model in general, assuming enrichment
in Cat, and prove that our lifting result extends from strict models to all models. We
end with two appendices to give the necessary background on categories enriched in
a monoidal biclosed category and to recall the denition of algebraic structure and
explain its relationship with nitary monads.
This paper is the full version of the extended abstract [12].
2. The leading example
In this section, we introduce our leading example of a sketch, namely a nite product
sketch. There are a few denitions of nite product sketch in the literature, which are
mild variants of each other. We give one convenient for our purposes. A basic reference
is [1].
Example 2.1. A nite product sketch S is a small category C with a small family of
cones, each over a nite family of objects. A model of S in a category D with assigned
nite products is a functor f :C!D that sends the cones in S to nite product
cones in D. Models of S together with natural transformations between them form
a category we denote by Mod(S; D). For any nite product sketch S, there is a small
category with assigned nite products Th(S) together with a model  :S!Th(S),
such that composition with  yields an isomorphism of categories between Mod(S; D)
and the category FPs(Th(S); D) of functors that strictly preserve nite products, for
any category with assigned nite products D (see Corollary 5.6.) It follows that there
is an equivalence of categories between Mod(S; D) and the category FP(Th(S); D)
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of functors from Th(S) into D that preserve nite products in the usual sense. This
is the major theorem of nite product sketches.
Let us analyse this example. The theorem states that there is an isomorphism
of categories between Mod(S; D) and FPs(Th(S); D). Here, Th(S) and D are small
categories with structure, namely the structure determined by nite products, and
FPs(Th(S); D) is the homcategory in the 2-category of small categories with nite
products. So we have an isomorphism in a monoidal biclosed category V=Cat, with
one of the isomorphic objects being of the form D(E;D) for a V-category D. More-
over, although not obvious, D is of the form T -Alg for a nitary V-monad T on the
V-category C=Cat.
Thus, we have three ingredients of our example: a monoidal biclosed category
V=Cat that is locally nitely presentable as a closed category; a locally nitely pre-
sentable V-category C=Cat; and a nitary V-monad T on C, namely the 2-monad
for small categories with nite products. In order to avoid clutter, we do not give
the denitions and main results about monoidal biclosed categories and enrichment
in them, or of categories of algebras for V-monads on locally nitely presentable V-
categories. But for completeness, we have included an account in Appendices A and B,
respectively. It is not necessary to understand Appendix B in order to understand the
main result of the paper, but we shall use its notation as necessary. It follows from
Appendix B that categories of small categories with many familiar structures are of
the form T -Alg, for instance small categories with nite products, coproducts, lim-
its, or colimits, small monoidal categories and symmetric monoidal categories, small
cartesian closed categories, locally cartesian closed categories, and elementary toposes.
See [4] for a range of examples. For a relatively gentle treatment of algebraic structure,
directed towards computer science, see [15].
The other ingredients of the example are the denitions of sketch and category of
models. The rest of this paper is devoted to generalising these denitions and proving
a corresponding generalisation of the theorem.
Note that our analysis does not yield only categories with structure. If one passes
from Cat to V-Cat for symmetric monoidal closed V, there is a general theory of
sketches for nite limit theories (see [8]). If one passes from Cat to other mild variants
such as what has been called Subset-Cat, one obtains premonoidal categories [14].
These examples all t within our general framework too.
3. hT;Di-Sketches
As in the previous section, and by the work in Appendix B, many examples of small
categories with structure form 2-categories of the form T -Alg for a nitary 2-monad T
on Cat. It follows that for any small category X , one can consider the free T -algebra
F(X ) on X ; and natural transformations between functors from X to a T -algebra A lift
uniquely to structure respecting natural transformations on F(X ). We seek to extend
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that result to sketches for any algebraic structure, and to further extend it from Cat to
any locally nitely presentable V-category for any V that is locally nitely presentable
as a closed category.
To do so, we need a new denition, so that we can extend the notion of sketch to
what we call a T -sketch for an arbitrary nitary monad T . But rst, given a nitary
monad T , we dene what we call a family of diagram types.
Denition 3.1. Given a nitary monad T on a locally nitely presentable V-category
C, a family D of diagram types is a small family of 4-tuples (ci; di; ji : ci!di; ki :di!
Tci), where ci and di are nitely presentable objects of C, and ji and ki are arrows
in C, subject to the condition that the following diagram, dropping the subscripts,
commutes:
where  is the unit of T .
We generally suppress j and k, leaving them implicit in c and d. So we speak
of hc; di. An example follows our denition of sketch. If one began directly with
algebraic structure hS; Ei as in the appendix, rather than a nitary monad T , it would
be natural to give a mildly stronger denition of family of diagram types: one would
demand that the maps k :d! Tc have codomain S! c, then rewrite the condition so
that the top arrow is replaced by the composite of k :d! S! c with the universal map
t : S!! ThS;Ei evaluated at c. Thus, a family of diagram types for algebraic structure
would immediately give rise to a family of diagram types for the induced monad,
but they would not a priori be equivalent. We only need the latter concept for our
development here, so shall not formalise use of the former. However, we are careful
that all constructions we make here are immediately expressible directly in terms of
algebraic structure hS; Ei.
Now assume we are given a nitary monad T together with a family D of diagram
types.
Denition 3.2. A hT;Di-sketch consists of an object X of C together with a D-indexed
family of maps ’i :di!X in C. A map of hT;Di-sketches from (X; ’i) to (Y;  i) is
a map f :X ! Y in C such that f’i=  i for each i.
Sketches and maps of sketches give a category hT;Di-Sketch, which is nitarily
monadic over C: in fact, we can enrich it to a V-category nitarily monadic over C
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by describing hSD; EDi by
SD(c)=
P
i di if c=0;
0 otherwise
and ED(c)= 0 for all c.
Also, given D, we dene a category hT;Di-Alg with objects T -algebras (A; a) to-
gether with, for each hci; dii, a map hi : ci!A. Note that the domain of hi is ci,
not di. However, each hi : ci!A determines the map a  T (hi)  ki :di!A. The maps
of hT;Di-Alg are evident. It is nitarily monadic over C, and the evident functor
U : hT;Di-Alg!hT;Di-Sketch commutes with the forgetful functors to C and hence
has a left adjoint F (see [1, Section 3.7]).
It is clear how to re-express all this in terms of algebraic structure hS; Ei. The
expression is almost identical to the above, just replacing T everywhere by hS; Ei and
making corresponding changes to T -algebras. One may thereby express the forgetful
functor as a functor from hS; E;Di-Alg to hS; E;Di-Sketch, and in fact the construction
becomes a little simpler.
Example 3.3. Let T be the monad for small categories with nite products. With
the notation of Example B.2, let D consist of one pair h2;Conei, with j the (ordered)
inclusion of 2 into the base of the cone, and k the inclusion of Cone into T (2) yielding
that part of T (2) that gives the product cone over the two base objects. That it satises
the condition on a family of diagram types amounts to the assertion that k sends Cone
to the product cone of the two objects given by 2.
An object S of hT;Di-Sketch is a small category C together with a diagram of the
form
A
f −E g−!B;
hence a nite product sketch with one cone, as in Example 2.1, with the cone of type
determined by D.
An object of hT;Di-Alg is a small category D with assigned nite products, together
with a pair hX; Y i of objects of D, hence an appropriate category in which to consider
models of the sketch as in Example 2.1, but with an extra piece of data, that given by
the pair hX; Y i. A map in hT;Di-Sketch from S to U(D) is a functor H :C!D that
sends the diagram
A
f −E g−!B:
to the cone
X
0 −X Y 1−! Y;
so H (A) = X; H (B) = Y , and H (E) = X Y , the assigned nite product of X and
Y in D, with f and g sent to the projections. This determines a map in hT;Di-Alg
from F(S) to D: it is a functor that strictly preserves nite products and sends hA; Bi
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to hX; Y i. Since it preserves nite products strictly, it takes E to X Y and respects
the projections. So a map in hT;Di-Sketch gives a model in the sense of Example 2.1
(necessarily a strict model, as we shall examine later), and the lifting given by the
adjunction is a functor that strictly preserves nite products, together with a little more
information: so it is almost, but not quite, the main theorem stated in Example 2.1.
4. Strict models of hT;Di-sketches
The adjunction of F and U does not a priori give exactly what we want, and that
becomes vivid in Example 3.3 when one considers the behaviour of the construction
F with respect to natural transformations. One wants to prove there is an isomorphism
of categories between Mod(S; D), the category of models of the sketch S in D, and
the category FPs(F(S); D) of functors from F(S) to D that strictly preserve nite
products, but that is not just an enrichment of the adjunction. The main problem is that
we have xed a choice of a pair of objects in giving a hT;Di-algebra, so an enrichment
of hT;Di-Alg does not yield FPs(F(S); D) but instead a strange subcategory of it.
In order to resolve this in our general setting, we must consider models of a hT;Di-
sketch S in a T -algebra rather than in a hT;Di-algebra. In fact, we shall use the
adjunction of F and U to deduce a result that requires just a T -algebra, rather than
a hT;Di-algebra. We use the term strict model here: there is still a minor problem we
shall address in the next section that leads us to a more rened notion of model, so
we defer use of the word model for that. Let (A; a) be a T -algebra, and let S=(X; ’)
be a hT;Di-sketch: we drop the subscripts on the elements of D as they are clear.
Denition 4.1. A strict model of (X; ’) in (A; a) is a map f :X !A in C such that
the following diagram commutes:
d
k−−−−−!Tc
’
?????y
?????y a  T (f’j)
X−−−−−!
f
A
Note that if one starts with algebraic structure hS; Ei, then this denition of strict
model is expressible directly in terms of hS; Ei: the algebra (A; a) would be replaced by
(A; ), and in the condition, the expression a  T (f’j) would be replaced by (f’j),
with the codomain of k replaced by S! c as discussed in Section 3.
Proposition 4.2. For any hT;Di-sketch (X; ’) and any T -algebra (A; a); for any strict
model f of (X; ’) in (A; a); there is a unique D-structure on (A; a) making f into
a map of hT;Di-sketches from (X; ’) to U(A; a).
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Proof. Given f, the desired D-structure on (A; a) is given by the family of composites
f’j. It follows from the condition on f that this makes f into a map of hT;Di-
sketches. Unicity follows from the condition we have put on D: given h; h0 : c!A,
each making (A; a) into an hT;Di-algebra such that f is a map of hT;Di-sketches, we
must have that a  T (h)  k =f ’= a  T (h0)  k, but since kj= , and  is natural,
and a= idA, precomposing with j shows that h= h0.
It is a triviality that for any hT;Di-algebra (B; b; h) and any T -algebra (A; a), and
for every map of T -algebras from (B; b) to (A; a), there is a unique extension of (A; a)
to a hT;Di-algebra such that the map is a map of hT;Di-algebras. This allows us to
deduce the result we seek:
Theorem 4.3. For any hT;Di-sketch S; and for any T -algebra (A; a); composition
with the unit  :S!UF(S) induces a bijection between the set of strict models of
S in (A; a) and the set of T -algebra maps from the underlying T -algebra of F(S)
to (A; a).
Proof. First observe that for any T -algebra map from F(S) to (A; a), composition
with  does indeed give a strict model of S in (A; a). The condition holds because
 is a map of hT;Di-sketches.
Now, given a strict model f :X !A of S in (A; a), by Proposition 4.2, there is
a unique D-structure h on (A; a) making f into a map of hT;Di-sketches. So by the
adjointness, f lifts to a map of hT;Di-algebras from F(S) to (A; a; h). This map
a fortiori preserves the T -structure.
For unicity, let f;f0 :F(S)! (A; a) both be T -algebra maps such that f=f0.
There are unique D-structures h and h0 on (A; a) making f and f0 into hT;Di-algebra
maps, respectively. Thus, h and h0 are both D-structures on (A; a) making the map
f=f0 into a map of hT;Di-sketches. By the unicity of Proposition 4.2, it follows
that h= h0. So f and f0 are both maps of hT;Di-algebras into the same hT;Di-algebra,
and with f=f0 as maps of hT;Di-sketches. So by the adjointness, it follows that
f=f0 as hT;Di-algebra maps, and hence as maps of T -algebras.
This result gives us much of what we want, but we still want a little more even for
strict models, as outlined above. Now we can get it by enrichment. For our primary
example, we have C=Cat and we consider C as a 2-category. To recover an ac-
count of sketches for categories enriched in a symmetric monoidal closed category V0,
put C=V0-Cat and consider the enrichment of V0-Cat over itself: it is a symmetric
monoidal closed category, so we can do that.
We have, for any family D of diagram types, and any hT;Di-sketch S, a bijection
between the set of strict models of S in a T -algebra (A; a) and the set of maps
of T -algebras from F(S) to (A; a). We can enrich these sets with V-structure as
follows: for T -algebras (B; b) and (A; a), there is a homobject T -Alg((B; b); (A; a)) as
usual. For a hT;Di-sketch S=(X; ’) and a T -algebra (A; a), we make the following
denition.
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Denition 4.4. The object Mod s(S; (A; a)) is dened to be the limit in V of the
diagram with vertex C(X; A) and for each ’i, two maps from C(X; A) to C(di; A), the
rst given by composition with ’i, the second given by rst precomposing with ’iji,
then applying a  T ( ), then precomposing with ki :di! Tci.
We now have two objects of V, one given by Mod s(S; (A; a)), the other by
T -Alg(F(S); (A; a)), and a map from the second to the rst, determined by pre-
composition with . So we can ask whether they are equal. In fact, we have
Theorem 4.5. Let V be locally nitely presentable as a monoidal biclosed category.
Suppose we have a locally nitely presentable V-category C; a nitary monad T on
C; and a family D of diagrams types. Then for any hT;Di-sketch S; composition
with  induces an isomorphism in V from T-Alg(F(S); (A; a)) to Mod s(S; (A; a)).
Proof. By Yoneda, it suces to show that for every object Y of V, composition with
 yields a bijection of sets between V(Y;T -Alg(F(S); (A; a))) and V(Y;Mod s(S;
(A; a))). But since T is V-enriched, T -Alg has cotensors given as in C. So these two
sets are, respectively, isomorphic to T -Alg(F(S); Y \j (A; a)) and Mods(S; Y \j
(A; a)), naturally in Y . Thus they are in bijection by Theorem 4.3.
For some examples, consider C=Cat as a 2-category, with T the 2-monad on Cat
whose algebras are small categories with nite products, with D having one element,
giving one cone as in Example 3.3. Then by Theorem 4.5, we have an isomorphism
of categories between the category of strict models of any sketch containing one cone
and the category of models of the nite product theory generated by the sketch, as in
Example 2.1 (except for strictness) once we have xed D.
For another example, taking C=Cat as a groupoid-enriched category, and taking T
the groupoid-enriched monad whose algebras are small cartesian closed categories, and
D being a singleton for a map of the form Y : [X; X ]!X , then by Theorem 4.5, there
is an isomorphism between the groupoids of strict models of any such sketch in any
cartesian closed category and the groupoid of models of the cartesian closed category
generated by the sketch. Many more examples for C=Cat appear in [4, 10], and more
examples for C= LocOrdl, the V-category of small locally ordered categories, where
V is itself the (not symmetric) monoidal biclosed category of small locally ordered
categories with the lax Gray tensor product, appear in [11].
We add one nal remark to this analysis. To give a map of monads from T to T 0
is equivalent to giving a functor in the opposite direction between the categories of
algebras, commuting with the forgetful functors to C. Any such functor necessarily
preserves D-structure for any family D of diagram types. Sketches remain the same
too, as do strict models of sketches, since the condition on a strict model is extended
by composition with the map of monads. This generalises the observation that any
nite product sketch is a fortiori a nite limit sketch, and to give a strict model of
the sketch seen as a nite limit sketch, in a category with nite limits, is equivalent
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to giving a strict model of the sketch seen as a nite product sketch, in the category
seen as a category with nite products.
5. Models of hT;Di-sketches
In the last section, we restricted our attention to strict models. Here, we extend
that to models. The problem with strict models is exemplied Example 2.1: in a strict
model, a cone in a sketch S must be sent to the assigned nite product of the image
of the base of the cone, rather than being sent to an arbitrary nite product of the
image of the base of the cone. For instance, one could write a nite product sketch for
a monoid identifying the base object m with m 1, for instance by taking a fragment
of the Lawvere theory for a monoid. But in Set, a set X is not equal to X  1 in
general, but only isomorphic to it. So although the models of the sketch are monoids
as expected, there are no strict models of this sketch. A similar concern was central
to [3].
One can avoid such a problem in an ad hoc way by simply not writing sketches like
that, but being careful in writing a sketch specically not to identify two cones that
one wants to allow to be distinct in models. For instance, one could write a sketch
for monoids without identifying m and m 1. But traditionally, sketches such as that
outlined for monoids above have been considered as reasonable, and the notion of
model has been dened to allow them. So in the case of enrichment in Cat, we follow
suit.
We solve the problem in general by extending our denition of model to agree with
the usual one in our examples, then proving that for any sketch S, there is a sketch S0
such that the category of models of S is isomorphic to the category of strict models of
S0. Thus we extend our main theorem, Theorem 4.5, from strict models to models. In
order to do so, we restrict ourselves from enrichment in an arbitrary monoidal biclosed
category V subject to conditions to enrichment in Cat. That includes our leading
examples, and it seems routine to modify it as necessary for accounts of enrichment
in V-Cat or LocOrdl.
For an elegant account of this, we must rst extend our denition of map of hT;Di-
sketches.
Denition 5.1. A pseudo-map of hT;Di-sketches from (X; ’i) to (Y;  i) is a map
f :X ! Y in C together with, for every i, an invertible 2-cell fi :  i)f’i such that
fiji= id.
hT;Di-sketches and pseudo-maps form a category hT;Di-Sketchp. In fact, both
hT;Di-Sketch and hT;Di-Sketchp form 2-categories. There is an evident inclusion
J : hT;Di-Sketch!hT;Di-Sketchp, and we have
Proposition 5.2. The inclusion J :hT;Di-Sketch!hT;Di-Sketchp has a left adjoint ()0.
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Proof. This is essentially an example of the main result of [3], and we use the notation
of [3] freely. Given (X; ’i), rst take the pseudo-colimit i :pi’i) qi :d!X 00i of each
’i. Then take the coidentier ri :X 00i !X 0i of i ji to ensure that the
equation is satised for each i. Finally, take the colimit X 0=
`
X X
0
i of ripi's with
injections si. That S 0=(X 0; siriqi) satises the universal property follows immediately
by construction.
In fact, one can prove, as in [3], that every sketch S is equivalent, in the 2-category
hT;Di-Sketchp, to S0. To dene a model, let (A; a) be a T -algebra, and let S=(X; ’i)
be a hT;Di-sketch. For ease of notation, we shall henceforth leave the subscripts on
the elements of D implicit.
Denition 5.3. A model of (X; ’) in (A; a) is a map f :X !A in C together with an
isomorphism
d
k−−−−−! Tc
’
?????y +
f
?????y a  T (f’j)
X −−−−−!
f
A
such that fj= id.
It is routine to modify the denition of Mods(S; (A; a)) in the previous section to
dene the category Mod(S; (A; a)). We need to analyse that category.
Proposition 5.4. Given a hT;Di-sketch (X; ’), for every model of (X; ’) in
a T -algebra (A; a), there exists a unique D-structure on (A; a) such that the data
for the model is exactly that for a pseudo-map of hT;Di-sketches, and the axioms
hold.
Proof. Existence is immediate from the denitions of model and pseudo-map of
hT;Di-sketches. Unicity follows directly from the coherence condition.
Corollary 5.5. For every hT;Di-sketch S, there exists a hT;Di-sketch S0 and
a pseudo-map j :S!S0 of hT;Di-sketches such that composition with j yields
an isomorphism of categories from Mods(S0; (A; a)) to Mod(S; (A; a)) for every
T -algebra (A; a).
This result solves our problem, as it may be combined with Theorem 4.5 to yield
Corollary 5.6. For every hT;Di-sketch S, composition with j :S! Th(S0) yields
an isomorphism of categories from T-Alg(Th(S0); (A; a)) to Mod(S; (A; a)) for any
T -algebra (A; a).
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One can go a little further than this. If one wants to restrict attention to maps
of T -algebras that only preserve structure up to coherent isomorphism rather than
strictly, then we can adopt the theory of [3] directly. If one extends T -Alg to T -Algp,
the 2-category with the same objects as T -Alg, but with pseudo-maps of algebras as
1-cells, and we do likewise for hT;Di-Alg, then it follows as a consequence of the
main theorem of [3] that we have
Proposition 5.7. The forgetful functor Up : hT;Di-Algp!hT;Di-Sketchp has a left
biadjoint with unit j.
Corollary 5.8. For every hT;Di-sketch S, composition with j :S! Th(S0) yields
an equivalence of categories from T-Algp(Th(S0); (A; a)) to Mod(S; (A; a)) for any
T -algebra (A; a).
Now we have these results, it follows that Mod(S;−) gives a functor from T -Algp
to itself.
Appendix A. Background on enriched categories
A monoidal category V is called biclosed if for every object X of V, both −⊗X :
V!V and X⊗−: V!V have right adjoints, denoted [X;−]r and [X;−]‘, respec-
tively. For monoidal biclosed locally small V, it is evident how to dene V-categories,
V-functors and V-natural transformations, yielding the 2-category V-Cat of small
V-categories. The category V enriches to a V-category with hom given by [X; Y ]r.
Note that [X; Y ]r cannot be replaced by [X; Y ]‘ here, using the usual conventions of
Kelly's book [8]. One can speak of representable V-functors and there is an elegant
theory of V-adjunctions, see for instance [5]. If V is complete, then it is shown in
[8] that V-Cat is complete. So we can speak of the Eilenberg{Moore V-category for
a V-monad. If V is also cocomplete, there is an elegant theory of limits and colimits
in V-categories generalising the situation for symmetric monoidal closed V, see for
instance [6].
Spelling out the situation for monads, a V-monad on a V-category C consists of
a V-functor T :C!C and V-natural transformations  : 1! T and  : T 2! T satisfy-
ing the usual three axioms. The Eilenberg{Moore V-category T -Alg has as objects the
T-algebras, where T is the ordinary monad underlying T , on the ordinary category
C underlying C. Given algebras hA; ai and hB; bi, the hom object T -Alg(hA; ai, hB; bi)
is the equaliser in V of the diagram
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Composition in T -Alg is determined by that in C. There is a forgetful V-functor
U :T -Alg!C, and it has a left adjoint. If C is complete, then so is T -Alg, and U
preserves limits.
A monoidal biclosed category V is called locally nitely presentable as a closed
category if V is locally nitely presentable, if the unit I of V is nitely presentable,
and if x⊗y is nitely presentable whenever x and y are. Henceforth, all monoidal
biclosed categories to which we refer will be assumed to be locally nitely presentable
as closed categories.
A V-category C is said to have nite tensors if for every nitely presentable object
x of V, and for every object A of C, [x;C(A;−)]r :C!V is representable, i.e., if
there exists an object x⊗A of C together with a natural isomorphism [x;C(A;−)]r =
C(x⊗A;−). The V-category C has nite cotensors if it satises the dual condi-
tion that for every nitely presentable x in V and every A in C, the Vt-functor
[x;C(−; A)]‘ :Cop!Vt is representable, where V is the V with the tensor twisted; i.e.,
there exists an object x\j A of C together with a natural isomorphism [x;C(−; A)]‘=
C(−; x\j A). A V-category C is cocomplete whenever C is cocomplete, C has -
nite tensors, and x⊗ − :C!C preserves colimits for all nitely presentable x. A
cocomplete V-category C is locally nitely presentable (lfp) if C is locally nitely
presentable, C has nite cotensors, and x\j − :C!C preserves ltered colimits for
all nitely presentable x.
For any V that is locally nitely presentable as a closed category, V is necessarily
a locally nitely presentable V-category.
Appendix B. Algebraic structure and nitary monads
In this appendix, we recall from [9] the denitions of algebraic structure on an lfp
V-category C, and that of the category of models for such algebraic structure. This
is done with respect to enrichment in a monoidal biclosed category V that is lfp as
a closed category. We then state a theorem to the eect that a V-category is isomorphic
to such a category of models if and only if it is nitarily monadic over C. We give an
outline of one direction of the construction. Finally, we give the example of algebraic
structure on the 2-category, i.e, the Cat-enriched category, Cat, for small categories
with binary products in detail.
Let jCfj denote the discrete V-category on the set of (isomorphism classes of)
nitely presentable objects in C. Then a signature on C consists of a V-functor
S : jCfj!C. For each c2 jCfj, S(c) is called the object of basic operations of
arity c.
From S, we construct S! :Cf!C as follows: set
S0 = J; the inclusion of Cf in C;
Sn+1 = J +
X
d2jCfj
C(d; Sn(−))⊗ S(d);
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and dene
0 : S0! S1 to be inj : J! J +
X
d2jCfj
C(d; S0(−))⊗ S(d);
n= J +
X
d2jCfj
C(d; n−1(−))⊗ S(d) : Sn! Sn+1;
S! = colim
n<!
Sn:
In many cases of interest, each n is a monomorphism, so S! is the union of fSngn<!.
For each c, we call S!(c) the object of derived c-ary operations.
A signature is typically accompanied by equations between derived operations. So we
dene the equations of an algebraic theory with signature S to consist of
aV-functor E : jCfj!C together withV-natural transformations 1; 2 :E! S!(K(−)),
where K : jCfj!Cf is the inclusion.
Algebraic structure on C consists of a signature S, together with equations hE; 1; 2i.
We generally denote algebraic structure by hS; Ei, suppressing 1 and 2.
We now dene the algebras for a given algebraic structure. Given a signature S, an
S-algebra consists of an object A of C together with a map c :C(c; A)!C(S(c); A)
for each c. So, an S-algebra consists of a carrier A and an interpretation of the ba-
sic operations of the signature. This interpretation extends canonically to the derived
operations, giving an S!(K(−))-algebra, as follows:
0 :C(c; A)!C(S0(c); A) is the identity;
to give n+1 :C(c; A)!C(Sn+1(c); A), using the fact that C(−; A) preserves colimits,
is to give a map C(c; A)!C(c; A), which we shall make the identity, and for each
d in jCfj, a map
C(c; A)! [C(d; Sn(c));C(S(d); A)]r ;
or equivalently, C(c; A)⊗C(d; Sn(c))!C(S(d); A), which is given inductively by
C(c; A)⊗C(d; Sn(c))
n⊗ id−−−−−!C(Sn(c); A)⊗C(d; Sn(c))
comp−−−−−!C(d; A) −−−−−!C(S(d); A):
Given signature S and equations E, an hS; Ei-algebra is an S-algebra that satises the
equations, i.e., an S-algebra hA; i such that both legs of
C(c; A)
!−! C(S!(Kc); A)
C(1c; A)−−−−−!−−−−−!
C(2c; A)
C(E(c); A)
agree.
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Given hS; Ei-algebras hA; i and hB; i, we dene the hom object hS; Ei-Alg (hA; i;
hB; i) to be the equaliser in V of
C(A; B)
fC(c;−)gc2jCfj−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−!
Y
c
[C(c; A);C(c; B)]r
fC(S(c);−)gc2jCfj
?????y
?????y
Q
c
[C(c; A);c]r
Y
c
[C(S(c); A);C(S(c); B)]r −−−−−−−−−!Q
c
[c;C(S(c); B)]r
Y
c
[C(c; A);C(S(c); B)]r :
This agrees with our usual universal algebraic understanding of the notion of homomor-
phism of algebras, internalising it to V. hS; Ei-Alg can then be made into a V-category
in which composition is induced by that in C. An arrow in the underlying ordinary
category hS; Ei-Alg is an arrow f :A!B in C such that for all nitely presentable
c, fc(−)= c(f−) :C(c; A)!C(S(c); B), i.e., an arrow in C that commutes with all
basic c-ary operations for all c.
The main result of [7] (see also [9] for a simpler account, but restricted to enrichment
in a symmetric monoidal category), which is central to our work is
Theorem B.1 A V-category A is equivalent to hS; Ei-Alg for algebraic structure hS; Ei
on C if and only if there is a nitary V-monad T on C such that A is equivalent
to T -Alg.
We are only interested here in the forward direction of this result, i.e., the construc-
tion that to algebraic structure hS; Ei assigns a nitary monad ThS;Ei with the same
algebras. As we have dened it, S! is not a monad: it is, a priori, a functor from Cf
to C. However, by taking a left Kan extension, it is equivalent to a nitary monad
on C, so we shall identify it with the corresponding monad. If one makes that identi-
cation, then the monad ThS; Ei is given by the coequaliser in the category of nitary
monads on C of
E!
(1)−−−−−!−−−−−!
(2)
S!;
where (1) and (2) are determined by 1 and 2.
For an example of algebraic structure, let C=Cat and see how the category of small
categories with binary products is given by algebraic structure. The example extends
routinely to small categories with nite products, but it is less cluttered if we restrict
our attention to binary products.
Example B.2. Let 2 denote the discrete category on two objects; let ! denote the
arrow category; let Cone denote the category given by two objects together with
a cone over them; and let Doublecone denote Cone together with a cone over it,
thus a pair of objects, a pair of cones over them, and an intermediary map from one
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vertex to the other, commuting with the projections. Now dene S : jCatfj!Cat by
S(2)=Cone, S(Cone)=Doublecone, and for all other c, S(c) is the empty category.
An S-algebra is a small category A together with a functor ’ : [2; A]! [Cone; A]
and a functor  : [Cone; A]! [Doublecone; A]. The functor ’ is to take a pair of ob-
jects to its limiting cone, and the functor  is to take a cone to itself, the limiting
cone, and the unique comparison map. So we add equations as follows: we may add
equations factoring through S1(2) and S1(Cone), respectively, so that ’(x) :Cone!A
restricts along the inclusion 2!Cone to x, and so that  sends a cone  : Y ! x to
a commutative diagram of the form
Finally, we add an equation factoring through S2(2) so that, for each x : 2!A, we
have ’(x) = idX .
Putting this together, we put E(2)=Cone+!; E(Cone)=Cone+Cone, and E(c) to
be the empty category for all other c, and we dene 1 and 2 to force the equations
as described above: on most components, the 's factor through S1(c), but for one of
them, we need to factor through S2(c).
It then follows that for any x : 2!A, ’(x) is a limiting cone: given any cone
 : Y ! x, the diagram  () provides a comparison map; and given any comparison
map f : Y !X , functoriality of  applied to the arrow
Y
−−−−−−! x
f
?????y
?????y idx
X −−−−−−!
’(x)
x
in [Cone; A] shows that
Y
−−−−−−! X
f
?????y
?????y idX
X −−−−−−!
’(x) = idX
X
commutes, so f= .
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So an hS; Ei-algebra is precisely a category with assigned binary products. Observe
that an hS; Ei-algebra map is a functor that sends assigned binary products to assigned
binary products.
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